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Clark KP, Weyand PG. Are running speeds maximized with simple-
spring stance mechanics?. J Appl Physiol 117: 604–615, 2014. First
published July 31, 2014; doi:10.1152/japplphysiol.00174.2014.—Are
the fastest running speeds achieved using the simple-spring stance
mechanics predicted by the classic spring-mass model? We hypoth-
esized that a passive, linear-spring model would not account for the
running mechanics that maximize ground force application and speed.
We tested this hypothesis by comparing patterns of ground force
application across athletic specialization (competitive sprinters vs.
athlete nonsprinters, n � 7 each) and running speed (top speeds vs.
slower ones). Vertical ground reaction forces at 5.0 and 7.0 m/s, and
individual top speeds (n � 797 total footfalls) were acquired while
subjects ran on a custom, high-speed force treadmill. The goodness
of fit between measured vertical force vs. time waveform patterns
and the patterns predicted by the spring-mass model were assessed
using the R2 statistic (where an R2 of 1.00 � perfect fit). As
hypothesized, the force application patterns of the competitive sprint-
ers deviated significantly more from the simple-spring pattern than
those of the athlete, nonsprinters across the three test speeds (R2

�0.85 vs. R2
� 0.91, respectively), and deviated most at top speed

(R2 � 0.78 � 0.02). Sprinters attained faster top speeds than non-
sprinters (10.4 � 0.3 vs. 8.7 � 0.3 m/s) by applying greater vertical
forces during the first half (2.65 � 0.05 vs. 2.21 � 0.05 body wt), but
not the second half (1.71 � 0.04 vs. 1.73 � 0.04 body wt) of the
stance phase. We conclude that a passive, simple-spring model has
limited application to sprint running performance because the swiftest
runners use an asymmetrical pattern of force application to maximize
ground reaction forces and attain faster speeds.

sprinting performance; musculoskeletal mechanics; ground reaction
forces; gait; spring-mass model

RUNNING SWIFTLY IS AN ATHLETIC attribute that has captivated the
human imagination from prehistoric times through the present
day. However, interest in running speed as an athletic phenom-
enon has probably never been greater than at present. A
number of factors have heightened contemporary interest and
focused it upon the determinants of how swiftly humans can
run. These factors include the globalization and professional-
ization of athletics, the parallel emergence of a performance-
training profession, advances in scientific and technical meth-
ods for enhancing performance, and record-breaking sprint
running performances in recent international competitions. Yet
despite interest, incentives, and intervention options that are
arguably all without precedent, the scientific understanding of
how the fastest human running speeds are achieved remains
significantly incomplete.

At the whole-body level, the basic gait mechanics responsi-
ble for the swiftest human running speeds are well established.
Contrary to intuition, fast and slow runners take essentially the

same amount of time to reposition their limbs when sprinting
at their different respective top speeds (36, 38). Hence, the time
taken to reposition the limbs in the air is not a differentiating
factor for human speed. Rather, the predominant mechanism
by which faster runners attain swifter speeds is by applying
greater forces in relation to body mass during shorter periods of
foot-ground force application (36, 38). What factors enable
swifter runners to apply greater mass-specific ground forces?
At present, this answer is unknown. Moreover, the limited
scientific information that is available offers two competing
possibilities.

The first possibility is drawn from the classic view of
steady-speed running mechanics. In this classic view, runners
optimize force production, economy, and overall performance
by using their legs in a spring-like manner during each contact
period with the ground (13, 16, 31). During the first portion of
the stance phase, the limb is compressed as the body is pulled
downward by the force of gravity, storing strain energy in the
elastic tissues of the leg. In the latter portion of the stance
phase, this strain energy is released via elastic recoil that lifts
and accelerates the body into the next step (30). The stance
phase dynamics observed have been modeled as a lumped
point-mass bouncing atop a massless leg spring (2, 4, 18, 19,
26, 32). This simple model makes the basic predictions illus-
trated in Fig. 1A: 1) the ground reaction force vs. time wave-
form will take the shape of a half-sine wave, 2) the displace-
ment of the body’s center of mass during the compression and
rebound portions of the contact period will be symmetrical
about body weight, and 3) the peak force will occur at mid-
stance when the center of mass reaches its lowest position.
Despite its mechanical simplicity, the classic spring-mass
model provides relatively accurate predictions of the vertical
force vs. time waveforms observed at slow and intermediate
running speeds.

The second possibility emerges from the more limited
ground reaction force data that are available from humans
running at faster speeds. These more limited data (3, 5, 10, 23,
25, 35, 37, 38) generally exhibit vertical ground reaction force
vs. time waveforms that are asymmetrical and therefore not
fully consistent with the simple, linear-spring pattern predicted
by the spring-mass model. Indeed, the tendency toward asym-
metry appears to be most pronounced in the ground reaction
force waveforms from the fastest speeds (3, 10, 37, 38), which
show an appreciably steeper rising vs. trailing edge and a force
peak that occurs well before midstance (Fig. 1B, Example 1).
The more asymmetrical pattern at faster speeds may result
from greater impact-phase limb decelerations (14) that elevate
the ground reaction forces in the early portion of the stance
phase. This mechanism would enhance ground force applica-
tion within the short contact periods available during sprint
running (36, 38) and appears to be consistent with gait kine-
matics used by the fastest human sprinters (24).
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We undertook this study to evaluate whether or not the
fastest human running speeds are achieved using simple, lin-
ear-spring stance mechanics. We did so using the vertical
ground reaction force vs. time relationship predicted by the
spring-mass model in Fig. 1A as a null standard for compari-
sons. We quantified conformation to, or deviation from, the
pattern of ground force application predicted by the spring-
mass model from the degree of overlap (i.e., goodness of fit,
R2) between modeled and measured waveforms as illustrated in
Fig. 1B. Two experimental tools were used to test the idea that
the fastest human running speeds are attained using an asym-
metrical pattern of ground force application that deviates from
the simple, linear spring predictions of the spring-mass model:
1) athletic specialization and 2) running speed. In the first case,
we hypothesized that patterns of ground force application of
competitive sprinters would deviate more from spring-mass
model predictions than those of athlete nonsprinters. In the
second case, for subjects in both groups, we hypothesized that
patterns of ground force application would deviate more from
spring-mass model predictions at top speed vs. slower running
speeds.

METHODS

Experimental Overview and Design

Spring model predictions. Per the methods outlined by Alexander
et al. (2) and Robilliard and Wilson (32), half-sine wave formulations
of the vertical ground reaction force waveforms predicted by the
spring-mass model were determined from the runner’s contact time
(tc), aerial time (taer), and step time (tstep � tc � taer):

F�t� ⁄ Wb � ��
�

2
� · � tstep

tc
� · sin�� · � t

tc
�� , 0 � t � tc

0, tc � t � tstep

(Eq. 1)

where F(t) is the force at time t and Wb is the force of the body’s
weight. The peak mass-specific force, Fpeak/Wb, occurs during ground
contact tc at time t � tc/2:

Fpeak

Wb

� ��

2
� · � tstep

tc
� (Eq. 2)

The degree of overlap between the measured vertical ground
reaction force-time waveforms vs. those predicted by the spring-mass
model was determined using the R2 goodness of fit statistic and
mass-specific force values as follows. First, differences between the
force values measured during each millisecond and the overall
waveform mean value were squared and summed to obtain an
index of the total variation present within the waveform, or the
total sum of squares [SStotal � �(F/Wb, measured � F/Wb, mean)2].
Next, the predictive error of the spring model was determined from
the difference between the spring-modeled values (Equations 1 and
2) and measured force values also using the same sum of squares
method [SSerror � �(F/Wb, measured � F/Wb, spring model)

2]. Finally,
the proportion of the total force waveform variation accounted for by
the spring-mass model was then calculated using the R2 statistic:

R2
� 1 � �SSerror

SStotal
� (Eq. 3)

Accordingly, our spring-model goodness of fit R2 values have a
theoretical maximum 1.00 (where R2 � 1.00 is exact agreement with
the spring model). In practice, and on the basis of prior literature (14),
we expected patterns that were relatively well predicted by the model
to have R2 agreement values �0.90 and patterns that were predicted
relative poorly to have agreement values �0.90. This somewhat
subjective threshold was identified simply to facilitate goodness-of-fit
interpretations. The example waveforms appearing in Fig. 1B provide
a frame of reference between the degree of waveform overlap with the
spring-model and corresponding numeric R2 values. In accordance
with our respective hypotheses, we predicted that: 1) the R2 values for
competitive sprinters would be significantly lower than those of
athlete nonsprinters, and 2) the R2 values at top speed would be
significantly lower than those at slower running speeds for the sub-
jects in both groups.

In addition to the relative values provided by our R2 spring-model
goodness of fit index, we also quantified the agreement between
measured patterns of ground force application and the spring model-
predicted patterns in the units of force most relevant to sprinting
performance (F/Wb). We did so using the root mean square error
(RMSE) statistic as follows:

RMSE ���SSerror

n
� (Eq. 4)

where n equals the number of observations. Accordingly, larger
RMSE values will result from patterns of ground force application
that deviate more from the spring-mass model, and vice versa. Hence,
the RMSE can be here conceptualized as an index of force disagree-

Fig. 1. A schematic illustration of the classic spring-mass model [modified
with permission from (12)] during forward running and the half-sine waveform
representing the vertical force produced by the mathematical expression of the
model (A). The half-sine waveform representing the spring-mass model (solid
black line) vs. two different example waveforms. Example 1 (dashed black
line) has relatively poor conformation to the model, whereas Example 2 (dotted
gray line) has relatively better conformation to the model (B). Ground reaction
forces are presented in mass-specific form (i.e., after standardization to body
weight) in all illustrations.
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ment between the measured force waveforms vs. those predicted by
the spring-mass model expressed in force units of the body’s weight.
Thus for this second statistic, we predicted RMSE values would be: 1)
significantly greater for competitive sprinters vs. athlete nonsprinters,
and 2) significantly greater at top speed vs. slower speeds for the
subjects in both groups.

We analyzed only the vertical component of the ground force
because previous work (10, 36, 38) has directly linked stance-average,
mass-specific vertical ground reaction forces to the sprinting speeds
attained:

Speed � �Favg

Wb
� · Lc · Freqstep (Eq. 5)

where speed is the body’s forward running velocity, Favg/Wb is the
stance-averaged vertical force applied to the running surface in units
of the body’s weight, Lc is the length of contact, or forward distance
the body travels during the foot-ground contact period, and Freqstep is
1/(tstep). The equation has been shown to be accurate within 3.0% or
less during steady-speed running (38). Because we used a simple
vertical spring-mass model rather than a planar model for hypothesis
testing, horizontal ground reaction forces were not included in the
analysis.

Design and data acquisition strategies. For the competitive sprinter
group, we recruited only track athletes who specialized in the 100- and
200-meter events and who had intercollegiate track and field experi-
ence or the equivalent. For the athlete nonsprinter group, we recruited
athletes who regularly ran at high speeds for their sport specialization,
but who were not competitive sprinters. In both groups, we recruited
and enrolled only those athletes with midfoot and forefoot strike
patterns because the fast subjects we were seeking to enroll do not
heel strike when running at high speeds.

We maximized ground reaction force data quality and quantity by
conducting tests on a high-speed force treadmill capable of acquiring
data from a large number of consecutive footfalls at precisely con-
trolled speeds. Acquiring equivalently robust data for the purpose of
quantifying patterns of foot-ground force application using in-ground
force plates would be difficult, or perhaps impossible, given that
overground conditions greatly limit the number of footfalls acquired,
and substantially increase the variability present in both running
speeds and foot-strike patterns. For athletic subjects running on a
treadmill vs. overground, prior studies have demonstrated a close
correspondence between sprint running performances (9), sprinting
kinematics (20), and patterns of ground force application at speeds at
which comparative data are available (22, 29).

Although we acquired data from many speeds, we used the ground
reaction force data from only three of these for hypothesis testing: 5
m/s, 7 m/s, and individual top speed.

Subjects and Participation

A total of 14 subjects (8 men, 6 women) volunteered and provided
written, informed consent in accordance with the requirements of the
local institutional review board. All subjects were between 19 and 31
yr of age and regularly active at the time of the testing. The compo-
sitions of the competitive sprinter group (age 23.9 � 1.6 yr, height
1.72 � 0.03 m, mass 73.8 � 4.3 kg) and the athlete nonsprinter group
(age 21.7 � 1.5 yr, height 1.77 � 0.03 m, mass 75.8 � 4.6 kg) were
gender balanced; both included four men and three women. Subjects
ranged in athletic experience from intercollegiate team-sport athletes
to professional, world-class track athletes. In the athlete, nonsprinter
group, all seven subjects had intercollegiate athletic experience. In the
competitive sprinter group, six of the seven subjects had intercolle-
giate track and field experience, five had international experience, and
four had participated in both the Olympics and Track and Field World
Championships. Physical characteristics and athletic specializations of
all participants appear in Table 1. Also provided are the 100- and
200-m personal records of the competitive sprinters.

Measurements

Top speed. Participants were habituated to running on a custom,
high-speed force treadmill during one or more familiarization sessions
before undergoing top speed testing. For all trials, subjects were
fastened into a safety harness attached to an overhead suspension that
would support them above the treadmill belt in the event of a fall. The
harness and ceiling suspension had sufficient slack to not impede the
subjects’ natural running mechanics. A progressive, discontinuous
treadmill protocol similar to that described by Weyand et al. (36) was
administered to determine each subject’s top speed. The protocol
began at speeds of 2.5 or 3.0 m/s and typically increased in 1.0 m/s
increments for each trial at slower speeds and 0.2–0.5 m/s at faster
speeds. Trial speeds were progressively increased until a speed was
reached at which the subject could not complete eight consecutive
steps without backward movement exceeding 0.2 m on the treadmill.
Subjects typically made two to three unsuccessful attempts at the
failure speed before the test was terminated. The top speed success-
fully completed was within 0.3 m/s of the failure speed for all
subjects. For each trial, subjects straddled the treadmill belt as it was
increased to the desired trial speed. Handrails on the sides of the
treadmill were set at waist-height and aided subjects in their transition
onto the moving belt. Once the treadmill belt had increased to the
selected speed, subjects transitioned onto the belt by taking several
steps before releasing the handrails. Data acquisition was not initiated
until the subject had released the rails. There was no limit on the
number of handrail-assisted steps the subjects could complete during
their transition onto the belt. Trials at speeds slower than 5 m/s
typically lasted 10 to 20 s, whereas trials at speeds faster than 5 m/s

Table 1. Physical and descriptive characteristics of subjects

Group Sex Age, yr Height, m Mass, kg Sport 100-m PR, s 200-m PR, s

Sprinter Male 28 1.85 91.6 Track and Field 9.96 20.57
Sprinter Male 23 1.78 83.4 Track and Field 10.06 20.29
Sprinter Male 20 1.74 74.4 Track and Field 10.26 21.10
Sprinter Male 19 1.70 71.8 Track and Field 10.80 22.20
Sprinter Female 23 1.70 61.8 Track and Field 11.12 22.29
Sprinter Female 31 1.70 74.1 Track and Field 11.04 22.33
Sprinter Female 23 1.60 59.4 Track and Field 11.52 24.04
Nonsprinter Male 23 1.95 101.5 NCAA varsity football
Nonsprinter Male 19 1.74 72.7 NCAA club lacrosse
Nonsprinter Male 30 1.74 74.6 Former NCAA varsity soccer
Nonsprinter Male 20 1.79 78.4 Intercollegiate distance runner
Nonsprinter Female 19 1.76 72.6 Intercollegiate varsity soccer
Nonsprinter Female 20 1.70 64.4 Intercollegiate varsity soccer
Nonsprinter Female 21 1.74 66.3 Intercollegiate varsity soccer
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typically lasted less than 5 s. Subjects were instructed to take full
recovery between trials. They typically took 1–2 min between slow
and intermediate speed trials, and 1–10 min between faster speeds
trials. To reduce the risk of injury or muscle soreness, testing was
terminated before top speed was attained if the subjects reported
muscle or joint discomfort.

Treadmill force data. Ground reaction force data were acquired at
1,000 Hz from a high-speed, three-axis, force treadmill (AMTI,
Watertown, MA). The treadmill uses a Baldor BSM100C-4ATSAA
custom high-speed servo motor and a Baldor SD23H2A22-E stock
servo controller, and is capable of speeds of �20 m/s. The custom
embedded force plate has a length of 198 cm and a width of 68 cm,
and interfaces with an AMTI DigiAmp amplifier running NetForce
software. The force data were postfiltered using a low-pass, fourth-
order, zero-phase-shift Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 25
Hz (39).

Stride timing, length, and center of mass motion variables were
determined as follows. For each footfall, contact times were deter-
mined from the time the vertical force signal exceeded a threshold of
40 N. Aerial times were determined from the time elapsing between
the end of one period of foot-ground contact and the beginning of the
next. Step times were determined from the time elapsing during
consecutive foot-ground contact and aerial times. Step frequencies
were determined from the inverse of step times. Limb repositioning,
or swing times, were determined from the time a given foot was not
in contact with the running surface between consecutive steps. Con-
tact lengths were determined by multiplying the time of foot-ground
contact by the speed of the trial. Trial speeds were determined from
the average belt velocity over time. The vertical displacement of the
center of mass during ground contact period was determined by
double integration of the vertical force waveforms following the
procedures described by Cavagna (12).

Force data acquired. Individual subjects completed 12–20 tread-
mill trials during their top speed tests to failure. The number of
consecutive footfalls from which force waveforms were acquired
during these tests was generally greater for the slower, less demanding
trials. For example, we typically acquired �20 consecutive footfalls
for slow and intermediate speeds, 10–20 at moderately fast speeds,
and 8–12 during top-speed and near top-speed trials.

The number of footfalls acquired at the subset of three speeds used
for formal statistical testing purposes reflect the general pattern of
acquiring fewer footfalls at faster speeds. For the competitive sprint
and athlete nonsprint subjects, the average number of footfalls ac-
quired at the three hypothesis test speeds were as follows: 31 and 28
at 5.0 m/s, 23 and 13 at 7.0 m/s, and 10 and 9 at top speed,
respectively. The number of force waveforms acquired from the three
selected speeds used for statistical testing purposes was 797. The total
number of footfalls acquired from all subjects at all speeds was
�3,000.

For illustrative purposes, ensemble-averaged waveforms were de-
termined for individual subjects and the two subject groups at all of
the trial speeds completed including the top sprinting speed. For
individual subjects at each speed of interest, ensemble-averaged

waveforms were generated by averaging the force from each milli-
second of the stance period for all of the waveforms acquired. At those
speeds completed by all seven subjects of the respective groups, the
seven individual ensemble-averaged waveforms were combined to
form ensemble-averages for each of the respective groups. These
group force–time waveforms were compiled by standardizing the
vertical force values to units of the body’s weight and time values to
the percentage of the total stance contact time. Neither the individual
nor group ensemble averages were used for formal hypothesis testing
purposes.

To provide a supplementary assessment of waveform shape char-
acteristics, we also performed a basic Fourier analysis similar to that
described by Alexander and Jayes (1), and which appears in the
APPENDIX.

Statistics

Both hypothesis tests were evaluated using a two-factor ANOVA
(group 	 speed) that analyzed the mean goodness of fit (R2 values)
between spring-model predicted ground reaction force waveforms and
those directly measured from our subjects. Secondary tests of the
same hypotheses were conducted using the RMSE statistic. For both
force application hypothesis test one (group effect) and test two
(speed effect), the a priori thresholds for significance were set at 
 �

0.05. Homogeneity of variance was tested using the Fligner-Killeen
test.

Percentage differences between group means for all variables were
calculated as: {(larger � smaller)/[(larger � smaller)/2]} 	 100. For
stance-averaged vertical forces, mean percentage differences were
calculated after subtracting a baseline value equal to 1.0 Wb for
running at zero speed, or standing.

RESULTS

Top Speeds and Stance-Averaged Vertical Forces

Group means (�SE) for top speeds, stance-averaged vertical
forces, contact times, aerial times, swing times, and contact
lengths at top speed appear in Table 2. The table includes the
overall group means for the competitive sprinters and athlete
nonsprinters as well as the within-group means for the men and
women. For the overall means, the between-group differences
in two variables, top speed (� � 1.64 m/s) and stance-averaged
vertical forces (� � 0.21 Wb), when expressed on a percentage
basis (top speed � � 17.2%; stance-average vertical force � �

19.2%), were nearly identical. The similar percentage differ-
ences in top speed and stance-averaged force means variables
across the groups resulted from the lack of variation in mean
contact lengths and step frequencies (Equation 5).

When considered by sex, between-group differences in top
speeds and stance-averaged vertical forces were both slightly
larger for women vs. men (top speed � � 1.76 vs. 1.56 m/s;

Table 2. Top-speed gait mechanics

Group Top Speed, m/s Favg, Wb Lc, m tc, s taer, s Tsw, s Freqstep, s�1

Sprinter
Males 10.84 � 0.12 2.18 � 0.02 1.10 � 0.04 0.102 � 0.004 0.114 � 0.004 0.330 � 0.010 4.65 � 0.14
Females 9.73 � 0.35 2.22 � 0.06 0.96 � 0.05 0.099 � 0.002 0.118 � 0.004 0.335 � 0.006 4.61 � 0.06
Average 10.36 � 0.27 2.20 � 0.03 1.04 � 0.04 0.100 � 0.002 0.116 � 0.003 0.332 � 0.006 4.63 � 0.08

Nonsprinter
Males 9.28 � 0.17 2.01 � 0.07 1.04 � 0.06 0.112 � 0.006 0.111 � 0.006 0.334 � 0.012 4.49 � 0.14
Females 7.97 � 0.19 1.95 � 0.01 0.96 � 0.02 0.121 � 0.001 0.113 � 0.005 0.346 � 0.010 4.29 � 0.10
Average 8.72 � 0.29 1.99 � 0.04 1.01 � 0.03 0.116 � 0.004 0.112 � 0.004 0.340 � 0.008 4.40 � 0.09

Values are means � SE. Lc, length of contact; tc, runner’s contact time; taer, runner’s aerial time; tSW, swing time; Freqstep, 1/(tstep).
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stance-averaged vertical force � � 0.27 vs. 0.17 Wb). Because
neither step frequencies nor stance-averaged vertical forces
varied appreciably by gender, the top speed differences be-
tween male and female subjects resulted largely from differ-
ences in contact lengths. The latter were 10.8% shorter for the
overall female vs. male mean (female vs. male �Lc sprinters �

13.6%, athlete nonsprinters � 8.0%).

Patterns of Ground Force Application as a Function of
Running Speed

Ground force application data from the same two female
subjects, one sprinter and one athlete nonsprinter, appear in
Figs. 2 through 4 to allow the relationships between original
force waveforms (Fig. 2), stance-averaged vertical forces (Fig. 3),
and patterns of ground force application (Fig. 4) to be fully
illustrated. The step-by-step, ground reaction force waveforms
from the respective top-speed trials of these athletes (Fig. 2, A
and B, respectively) were greater in magnitude and briefer in
duration for the competitive sprinter vs. the athlete non-
sprinter.

The mass-specific, stance-averaged vertical forces for both
athletes (Fig. 3, A and B) increased in a largely linear fashion
with speed, from a jog of 3.0 m/s through top speed, with
values for the sprinter being 0.2 Wb greater across common
speeds. Ensemble-averaged patterns of ground force applica-
tion for the respective athletes at the same trial speeds (Fig. 4,
A and B) illustrate that both athletes had relatively symmetrical
waveforms at the slowest speed of 3.0 m/s. With increases in
speed above 3.0 m/s, patterns of ground force application by
the sprinter became progressively less symmetrical. The cor-
responding waveforms for the athlete nonsprinter were rela-
tively symmetrical across all speeds, including her top sprint-
ing speed.

Patterns of Ground Force Application vs. the Spring-Mass
Model Predictions

Ensemble-averaged patterns of ground force application at
5.0 m/s, 7.0 m/s, and top speed, as well as their quantitative

Fig. 2. Vertical ground reaction forces from four consecutive steps for a female
competitive sprinter (A) and a female athlete nonsprinter (B) at their individual
top speeds (10.3 and 8.1 m/s, respectively). The stance-averaged vertical forces
applied during the respective trials are represented by the dashed horizontal
lines. The competitive sprinter applies greater stance-averaged and peak
vertical forces during briefer contact phases than the athlete nonsprinter.

Fig. 3. Stance-averaged, vertical force (mean � SE) vs. running speed for the
same female competitive sprinter (squares) and female athlete nonsprinter
(circles) whose data appear in Fig. 2. For both subjects, stance-averaged
vertical forces increased across the range of speeds (linear best fits illustrated).
The competitive sprinter applied greater forces at equal speeds and top speed.

Fig. 4. Trial-averaged composite vertical ground reaction force-time wave-
forms across running speeds for the same female competitive sprinter (A) and
female athlete nonsprinter (B) whose data appear in Figs. 2 and 3. For both
subjects, stance-averaged vertical forces increased and ground contact times
decreased across the range of speeds. (Confidence intervals are omitted for
clarity, here and in subsequent figures).
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relationship to the spring-mass model predicted waveforms,
appear in Fig. 5 for one male sprinter (Fig. 5, A, C, and E) and
one male athlete nonsprinter (Fig. 5, B, D, and F). The male
sprinter’s waveforms have a qualitatively biphasic appear-
ance due the rapid rising edge and early force peaks present on
the waveforms at all three speeds. Thus patterns of ground
force application for the sprinter were generally in relatively
poor agreement with the spring-mass model at all three speeds
(all R2 values � 0.80). Because the rising edges of the wave-
forms were steeper and the early force peaks were greater in
magnitude at faster speeds, the degree of conformation of the
sprinters waveforms to the spring-mass model predicted wave-
forms decreased as speed increased, reaching an R2 minimum
of 0.67 at top speed. The ground reaction force waveforms of
the male athlete nonsprinter lacked a rapid rising edge and
conformed relatively closely to the spring-mass model at all
three speeds (R2 range: 0.93–0.94).

The ensemble-averaged waveform patterns of ground force
application for the competitive sprint group and athlete non-
sprint groups at the three test speeds (Fig. 6) exhibited the
patterns similar to those of the individual athletes in Fig. 5,
albeit to a slightly smaller degree. The rising edge of the group
ensemble-averaged waveform for the competitive sprinters was
steeper in general than that of the athlete nonsprinters, and
became progressively more steep at the faster speeds. The
group ensemble-averaged patterns of ground force application
of the athlete nonsprinters conformed closely to the spring-
model predicted waveforms at all three speeds (all R2 values �

0.93), exhibiting little discernible speed-related deviation.
The relative stance times at which the peak force occurred

during top speed running, as assessed from the group compos-
ite waveforms in Fig. 6, E and F, were t � 30.2% of tc for
competitive sprinters and t � 45.7% of tc for the athlete
nonsprinters. The corresponding values for the percentage of

Fig. 5. The trial-averaged composite vertical ground reaction force-time
waveforms for a representative male competitive sprinter and representative
male athlete nonsprinter are plotted against the half-sine waveform predicted
by the spring-mass model for 5.0 m/s, 7.0 m/s, and each individual’s top speed
(11.1 and 9.4 m/s for the competitive sprinter and athlete nonsprinter, respec-
tively). The waveforms of the competitive sprinter progressively deviated from
the spring-mass model as the speeds increased from 5.0 m/s to 7.0 m/s to top
speed (A, C, and E), whereas the waveforms of the athlete nonsprinter
generally conformed to the spring-mass model at all speeds (B, D, and F).

Fig. 6. The trial-averaged composite vertical ground reaction force-time
waveform for the competitive sprinter group and the athlete nonsprinter group
plotted against the half-sine waveform predicted by the spring-mass model for
5.0 m/s, 7.0 m/s, and top speed. The waveforms of the competitive sprinters
progressively deviated from the spring-mass model predictions as the speed
increased from 5.0 m/s to 7.0 m/s to top speed (A, C, and E), whereas the
waveforms of the athlete nonsprinters generally conformed to the spring-mass
model predictions at all speeds (B, D, and F).
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the total contact time at which the center of mass reached its
minimum height, as determined from the double-integration of
the composite, top speed waveforms in Fig. 6, were t � 40.5%
of tc and t � 48.7% of tc for the competitive sprinters and
athlete nonsprinters, respectively.

Hypotheses One and Two: Statistical Test Results

The R2 goodness of fit and RMSE force disagreement values
(means � SE) from the footfall waveforms (n � 797) analyzed
at 5.0 m/s, 7.0 m/s, and top speed appear in Table 3. In keeping
with our first hypothesis, the patterns of ground force applica-
tion of the competitive sprinters conformed significantly less to
the spring-mass model predictions than those of athlete non-
sprinters when evaluated with the R2 goodness of fit statistic
(two-factor ANOVA, F � 243.8, P � 0.001). This was the
case even when the much greater variability in the waveforms
of the sprinters vs. athlete nonsprinters was taken into account
by the Fligner-Killeen test. In partial support of our second
hypothesis test using R2 goodness of fit values, the patterns of
ground force application conformed less to the simple spring-
predicted pattern for sprinters at top speed than at 5.0 and 7.0
m/s. However, there were no significant differences across
speed for athlete nonsprinters whose goodness of fit values
were nearly identical at 5.0 m/s, 7.0 m/s, and top speed. Hence,
interaction between athletic group and running speed was
significant (F � 51.5, P � 0.01).

The hypothesis test results obtained when RMSE values
were used to evaluate patterns of ground force application vs.
those predicted by the spring-mass model were fully consistent
with the results of the R2 tests. The main effect of athletic
group was significant, and there was an interaction between
group and running speed. After again accounting for the lack of
homogeneity of variance as tested by the Fligner-Killeen test,
the RMSE force disagreement values vs. the simple-spring
patterns predicted by the spring-mass model at all three test
speeds were significantly greater for the competitive sprinters
than the athlete nonsprinters (F � 442.8; df � 1, 795; P �

0.001). RMSE values were also statistically different across the
three running speeds (F � 104.0; df � 5, 791; P � 0.001) with
post hoc testing indicating that this difference was present for
the competitive sprinters, but not the athlete, nonsprinters
(Table 3).

Individual Variability in Patterns of Ground Force
Application

At each of the three analysis speeds, the standard errors
about the R2 and RMSE means were approximately two times
greater for the sprinters than the athlete nonsprinters (Table 3).
The greatest within-group stratification for both variables ex-
isted among the four men in the competitive sprinter group. For
the ensemble-averaged waveforms, subjects 1 and 2 had re-
spective R2 goodness of fit values to the spring-mass model
predicted waveforms of 0.78 and 0.73 across the three test
speeds, whereas subjects 3 and 4 had respective values of 0.89
and 0.91. The corresponding RMSE values for subjects 1 and
2 were 0.62 and 0.58 Wb, respectively, vs. 0.35 and 0.37 Wb for
subjects 3 and 4. Top speed patterns of ground force applica-
tion for these respective pairs of competitive male sprinters
(subjects 1 and 2, elite vs. subjects 3 and 4, sub-elite) and the
corresponding ensemble average of all of the male subjects in
the athlete nonsprinter group (n � 4) appear in Fig. 7A. The
trend most evident for male sprinters was present throughout
the entire sample. Differences in the stance-average vertical
forces applied at top speed were determined entirely during the
first half of the stance period (Fig. 7B) because all 14 subjects
in our sample applied nearly the same vertical force over the
second half of the stance phase (1.72 � 0.04 Wb).

DISCUSSION

Our first objective was to answer the basic question posed in
our title: are running speeds maximized with simple-spring
stance mechanics? Although selected results did not precisely
conform to our predictions, our data in total provided a defin-
itively negative answer. With nearly complete consistency, we
found that the runners who applied the greatest mass-specific
vertical forces, and thereby attained the fastest speeds, deviated
most from the simple-spring pattern of ground force applica-
tion predicted by the spring-mass model (Figs. 2, 4, 5, 6, and
7; Table 3). Given the need for all runners to reduce periods of
ground force application as they run faster, these data provide
two closely linked conclusions. First, the simple-spring pat-
terns of ground force application generally regarded as advan-
tageous at slower speeds (15, 16, 31) likely constrain force
application and performance at faster ones. Second, deviating
from simple-spring, stance mechanics appears to be a strategy
that sprinters use (14) to apply the greater mass-specific ground
forces needed to attain faster speeds.

Hypothesis Test Outcomes: Simple-Spring Stance Mechanics
at the Fastest Speeds?

From a strictly experimental perspective, our first simple-
spring hypothesis test outcome conformed to our expectations
in full, whereas our second outcome conformed only in part.
As predicted, test 1, which used athletic specialization as an
experimental tool, revealed that the patterns of ground force
application of the competitive sprinters deviated more from
simple-spring predicted behavior than those of athlete non-
sprinters regardless of speed (Table 3). Between-group quan-
titative differences were sufficiently large to be qualitatively
obvious from the shapes of the waveforms, whether for indi-
vidual athletes (Figs. 4 and 5), or the entire athletic specialty
groups (Figs. 6 and 7). However, test 2, which used across-

Table 3. Mean R2 agreement and RMSE force disagreement
values vs. the spring-mass model predicted waveforms

Group Steps, n R2 RMSE, Wb

Sprinter
5.0 m/s 218 0.829 � 0.007 0.440 � 0.009
7.0 m/s 163 0.843 � 0.008 0.437 � 0.012
Top speed 67 0.782 � 0.016*† 0.571 � 0.025*†

Nonsprinter
5.0 m/s 194 0.910 � 0.003 0.276 � 0.004
7.0 m/s 89 0.923 � 0.004 0.276 � 0.007
Top speed 66 0.915 � 0.006 0.307 � 0.012

RMSE, root mean square error. Competitive sprinters differed significantly
from athlete nonsprinters across all speeds for both R2 pattern agreement and
RMSE force disagreement values (ANOVA, main effects, P � 0.001). Values
are means � SE. *Significantly different from 5.0 m/s; †significantly different
from 7.0 m/s.
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speed comparisons as an experimental tool, yielded results that
were mixed by athletic specialization; differences across speed
were present for the competitive sprinters, but absent for the
athlete nonsprinters. For the competitive sprinters, R2 pattern-
agreement and RMSE force-disagreement values at 5.0 and 7.0
m/s were similar to one another (R2 range 0.83 to 0.85; RMSE
range 0.43 to 0.44 Wb; Table 3), whereas their top-speed
patterns deviated significantly more from model predictions
(R2 �0.80; RMSE �0.55 Wb). Using our R2 threshold of 0.90
for simple-spring vs. nonsimple-spring patterns, the sprinters
did not conform to simple-spring predictions at any of the three
speeds, and deviated most at top speed. In contrast, the athlete
nonsprinters used patterns of ground force application that
conformed relatively closely (R2 �0.90) regardless of whether
they were running at top speed or the two fixed test speeds of

5.0 and 7.0 m/s (Table 3). Unlike the competitive sprinters, the
athlete nonsprinters exhibited virtually no differences in their
patterns of ground force application across speed. Both their R2

pattern-agreement and RMSE force-disagreement values vs.
the model predicted patterns model were essentially identical
across 5.0 m/s, 7.0 m/s, and top speed (�R2 �0.02; �RMSE �

0.03 Wb).
Although our results across running speed were mixed with

respect to our hypothesis, the conclusions regarding the force
application patterns that maximize running speed were fully
consistent. The across-speed results obtained from the compet-
itive sprinters suggest that deviating from a simple-spring
pattern of ground force application may be a mechanism these
athletes used to attain faster speeds. Athlete nonsprinters, in
contrast, did not alter their patterns across speed, nor deviate
appreciably from simple-spring pattern at any speed. Notably,
we found essentially the same pattern contrasts across individ-
ual subjects of differing performance capabilities. Of the four
men in the competitive sprinter group, the two nonelite athletes
(subjects 3 and 4) used top-speed, stance-limb mechanics
reflective of their intermediate performance status. Specifi-
cally, these two sub-elite men had stance-limb mechanics that
deviated more from the simple-spring predicted pattern than
the athlete nonsprinters whom they could outperform. How-
ever, their mechanics deviated less from the pattern (R2 means
of 0.83 vs. 0.71, respectively) than those of the two world-class
men (Fig. 7A, Table 3). Collectively, these observations sug-
gest that the deviation from the simple-spring pattern observed
for the world-class sprinters may be a force-augmentation
mechanism that sub-elite sprinters cannot utilize to the same
degree, and that athlete nonsprinters may be generally unable
to use at all.

Applicability of the Spring-Mass Model to High-Speed
Running

The broad acceptance of the spring-mass model over the
course of the last two decades has been heavily based on
running and hopping data from relatively slow speeds (4, 18,
19, 26, 33). The more recent application of the model to faster
running speeds (25, 27, 34) is understandable given positive
results from slower speeds and the limited data available at
faster ones (6). The data set we have compiled here includes
hundreds of high-speed running footfalls from athletes span-
ning a broad range of sprinting abilities. The emergent finding
from these data that the fastest speeds are achieved via con-
sistent, specific deviation from the model’s predictions war-
rants critical evaluation of the spring-mass model’s assumed
applicability to sprint running.

One means of assessing relative conformation to the spring-
mass model is to examine the model-predicted force-motion
dynamics vs. those actually observed. The model predicts that
the peak force will occur at the temporal midpoint of the
foot-ground contact period (i.e., at t � 50% of tc), and that the
center of mass will reach its lowest position at the same time.
We found that our athlete nonsprinters conformed to these
model-predicted behaviors somewhat (Fig. 6F), whereas our
competitive sprint subjects conformed little or not at all. For
the competitive sprinters at top speed, the group-averaged,
ensemble waveform exhibited a force peak at t � 30% of tc
(Fig. 6E), and a corresponding height minimum of the center of

Fig. 7. Trial-averaged composite vertical ground reaction force-time wave-
forms vs. top speed for the two male elite sprinters (solid black line), the two
male sub-elite sprinters (dotted black line), and four male athlete nonsprinters
(solid gray line) (A). Average vertical forces for the first and second half of the
ground contact period for subjects in both groups at top speed (B). Circles
represent male subjects; triangles represent females subjects; open symbols
represent average vertical forces for the first half of the ground contact; shaded
symbols represent average vertical forces for the second half of ground contact
period. Line fits for the data from the first half of the ground contact period are
provided by sex to appropriately account for the leg and contact length
differences (Eq. 5, Table 2) that influence top speeds. A single line fit for the
data from the second half of the ground contact period is plotted for all 14
subjects because the values are similar in magnitude across group and sex.
[Linear best-fit regression equations appearing in B that relate ground force to
top running speeds are as follows: men first half-stance, force (Wb) � 0.26·Spd �

0.22; women first half contact, force (Wb) � 0.23·Spd � 0.41; all subjects second
half contact force (Wb) � 0.004·Spd � 1.68].
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mass at t � 40% of tc rather than the model-predicted values of

t � 50% for both. Many of the individual sprinter’s waveforms

at faster speeds had force peaks that occurred at t �25% of tc
(Figs. 2A, 4A, 5E), and some exhibited two force peaks, with

the first occurring at t �20% and the second at t �50% of tc
(Fig. 5C). By even generous assessment, these results indicate

that the spring-mass model is a poor descriptor of the stance-

limb mechanics of high-caliber sprint athletes. These findings

also raise basic questions about using the vertical and limb

stiffness variables derived from the spring-mass model to

describe the mechanics of running at higher speeds (25, 27,

34). The value of these stiffness variables as descriptors of

sprint running mechanics is at best unclear if sprinting perfor-

mance is optimized by not conforming to the assumptions

required to calculate them.

The prior success of the spring-mass model as a descriptor of

running mechanics raises an immediate question regarding our

negative test outcomes for sprinters: why do these athletes not

conform to the model when so many other runners and hoppers

do? Our results suggest that the performance demands of

sprinting are probably not compatible with the stance-limb

mechanics predicted by the simple, linear spring in the spring-

mass model. The model was formulated as a mechanical

approximation for describing the apparently spring-like center

of mass dynamics observed in the early, classic studies on gait

mechanics (4, 11, 26). The presence of spring-like mechanics

that the original investigators inferred at the level of the whole

limb have subsequently been measured in selected muscles,

tendons, and ligaments that contribute to the limb’s overall

behavior (21, 30). Indeed, during slower-speed running and

hopping, the tissue-level stretch-shortening cycles (21, 31) that

conserve mechanical energy could contribute as theorized to

waveform patterns that generally conform to the predictions of

the spring-mass model at these speeds (8). However, as con-

sidered in detail elsewhere (10), the success of sprinters does

not depend upon either the conservation of mechanical energy

or locomotor economy, but rather upon the ability to apply

large mass-specific forces to the ground quickly.

An important caution is warranted in the interpretation of

our finding that the mechanics of the fastest human runners

generally do not conform to the predictions of the spring-mass

model. Specifically, the deviations we report from the simple,

linear-spring predicted behavior of the model should not be

interpreted more broadly as an absence of either spring-like

dynamics or energy storage. Indeed, the greater ground reac-

tion forces observed in faster runners and at faster speeds may

coincide with relatively greater tissue strains and energy stor-

age (21, 31). Rather, our findings are best understood within

the context of our test objectives and the limitations of the

classic spring-mass model. Our objectives required a null

standard of comparison for the purpose of quantifying different

patterns of ground force application. We used the simple,

linear-spring predictions of the spring-mass model for this

purpose because these waveforms have served as the literature

standard for well over a decade. However, our objectives could

have been just as easily met by using some other pattern as a

standard of comparison. Accordingly, we caution against in-

terpreting the patterns reported using an energy storage frame-

work.

Ground Force Application Strategies for Speed

Swifter runners are known to attain their faster top speeds
primarily by applying greater mass-specific forces to the
ground, but the mechanism by which they do so has not been
previously identified. Here, two design strategies helped us to
elucidate the force application strategy they use. First, we
chose to analyze force application on a millisecond-by-milli-
second basis rather than by averaging over the full stance
period (per Fig. 3) as previously (36–38). Second, we recruited
a pool of athletic subjects with a fairly broad range of individ-
ual top speeds. The latter strategy included enrolling four
sprinters who were world-class track athletes (Table 1, subjects
1, 2, 5, and 6) and a fifth who was a national-class athlete with
Olympic and world championship experience (subject 7). The
scores of sprint-running force waveforms acquired from this
heterogeneous group of fast-running athletes provided force
and speed data not previously available from this population.
The consistent manner in which faster runners deviated from
the pattern predicted by the simple spring-mass model to apply
greater mass-specific forces provided crucial mechanistic in-
sight.

Our finding that speed is maximized via a common force
application strategy was certainly not a foregone conclusion at
the outset of the study. From a purely theoretical perspective,
the data acquired might have resulted in several outcomes other
than the one we obtained. For example, faster athletes might
have applied greater forces while utilizing a simple, linear-
spring pattern. Alternatively, they might have employed an
asymmetrical strategy that resulted in the greatest forces oc-
curring later rather than earlier in the stance period. Finally,
different athletes might have used different patterns to maxi-
mize force application and speed. Our finding that the degree
of conformation to a particular pattern was consistently related
to magnitude of the mass-specific force applied and top speeds
attained provides two basic conclusions. First, our data indicate
that the fastest human runners have converged on a common
mechanical solution for maximizing ground force and speed.
Second, the convergence on a common solution implies the
existence of a single most effective mechanism by which
human runners can maximize speed.

Indeed, the mechanical strategy identified was so consistent
that even simple approaches to examining stance-phase patterns
of force application were sufficient to reveal it. When the top
speed forces of our 14 subjects were assessed by dividing the
stance period into halves (Fig. 7B), this simple analysis re-
vealed that individual differences in the total stance-averaged
forces were all but completely determined during only one of
the two periods. Specifically, we found a strong positive
relationship between top speed and the average force applied
during the first half of the stance period, and essentially no
relationship to the average force applied during the second
half. These respective results are illustrated in Fig. 7B, with the
first-half, best-fit relationships being provided by sex to appro-
priately account for the leg and contact length differences
(Equation 5, Table 2) that directly influence top speeds.

An immediate question raised by our findings is why
essentially all of the differences in stance-averaged forces at
top speed are attributable to a relatively small portion of the
total stance period. We cannot fully answer this question on
the basis of force application data alone. However, the
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results illustrated in Fig. 7 and those from our Fourier
analysis (see APPENDIX) are consistent with the impact-phase,
limb-deceleration mechanism we have recently described
(14). This mechanism appears to explain how several of the
gait features classically associated with competitive sprint-
ers (24) translate into the greater mass-specific ground
forces they apply. First, the knee elevation sprinters achieve
late in the swing phase appears to contribute to early stance
ground force application by allowing greater limb velocities
to be achieved prior to foot-ground impact (24). Second, the
erect stance-phase posture sprinters adopt likely contributes
to the stiffness required to decelerate the limb and body
relatively quickly after the instant of foot-ground impact.
The progressive, rising-edge deviation observed vs. the
simple spring pattern, in relation to both top sprinting
speeds (Figs. 5, 6, and 7) and across different speeds in
individual sprinters (Figs. 2A, 5A, 5C, 5E, 6A, 6C, 6E, and
7) is consistent with the impact-phase, limb deceleration
differences that may present across these trials (14).

Concluding Remarks: A Ground Force Signature for Speed

We conclude that a relatively specific, asymmetrical pattern
of force application maximizes the ground forces runners can
apply during the brief contact periods that sprinting requires.
The factors responsible for the pattern are not yet fully known,
but result in the fastest sprinters applying substantially greater
forces than nonsprinters during the early portion of the stance
period. Consistent pattern asymmetry among the swiftest
sprinters, and less pronounced pattern asymmetry among less-
swift athletes lead us to conclude that 1) the fastest athletes
have converged on a common mechanical solution for speed,
and 2) that less-swift athletes generally do not execute the
pattern. On this basis, we suggest that the force-time pattern
documented here for the most competitive sprinters in our
sample (Fig. 7A; supplementary video) constitutes a ground
force application signature for maximizing human running
speeds.

APPENDIX

Vertical ground reaction force waveforms during running are
composed of high-frequency components due to the acceleration of
the lower limb during the impact phase, and low-frequency compo-
nents due to the acceleration of the rest of the body during the entire

contact phase (14). Fourier analysis can be used to analyze these
components.

Any time-varying signal s(t) can be represented as a sum of sine
waves [(39), Equation 2.3, p. 28] and can be expressed as:

Table A1. Fourier terms of competitive sprinter at 11.1 m/s
measured force data

Harmonic fn, Hz an, Wb �n, Radians

0 2.1739
1 9.8039 1.5513 �0.9871
2 19.6078 0.6461 �1.2683
3 29.4118 �0.3049 0.6676
4 39.2157 �0.0678 0.0262

fn, Frequency of the harmonic; an, amplitude of the harmonic; �n, phase of
the harmonic.

Table A2. Fourier terms of competitive sprinter at 11.1 m/s
modeled half-sine waveform

Harmonic fn, Hz an, Wb �n, Radians

0 2.1739 –
1 9.8039 1.4664 �1.5721
2 19.6078 0.2968 �1.5733
3 29.4118 �0.1297 1.5672
4 39.2157 0.0740 �1.5755

Table A3. Fourier terms of athlete nonsprinter at 9.4 m/s
measured force data

Harmonic fn Hz an, Wb �n, Radians

0 2.1199
1 9.8039 1.5324 �1.3331
2 19.6078 0.4448 �1.4240
3 29.4118 �0.1038 0.8629
4 39.2157 �0.0382 0.4151

Table A4. Fourier terms of athlete nonsprinter at 9.4 m/s
modeled half-sine waveform

Harmonic fn, Hz an, Wb �n, Radians

0 2.1199
1 9.8039 1.4299 �1.5721
2 19.6078 0.2895 �1.5733
3 29.4118 �0.1265 1.5672
4 39.2157 0.0722 �1.5755

Fig. A1. These graphs are generated from the Fourier
terms listed in Table A1 (competitive sprinter at 11.1
m/s) (A) and Table A3 (athlete nonsprinter at 9.4 m/s)
(B). Low-frequency components (green line) include
terms n � 0 and n � 1; high-frequency components (red
line) include terms n �2, n �3, and n �4. The sum-
mation of all components (blue line) accurately repro-
duces the original measured data.
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s�t� � a0 	 �
n�1

N

an sin �2�fnt 	 �n� (Eq. 6)

where ao is the mean of the signal, and fn, an, and �n are the frequency,
amplitude, and phase angle of the nth harmonic, respectively. The
signal or waveform can be reproduced from these variables using N
harmonics, with reproductive accuracy increasing as N increases.

To serve as an example of performing the Fourier analysis, the
measured force data and modeled half-sine waveforms from Fig. 5, E
and F, were analyzed using Equation 6. For both the competitive
sprinter and the athlete nonsprinter, the trial average contact time was
0.102 s. The force data were measured on an instrumented force
treadmill and filtered at 25 Hz. Four harmonics (n � 4) were sufficient
to accurately reproduce the original measured data and the modeled
half-sine waveforms.

Tables A1–A4 provide the terms for the variables described in
Equation 6. The waveforms appearing in Fig. A1, A and B, were
generated from the terms listed in Table A1 and Table A3, respec-
tively. Low-frequency components (green line) include terms n � 0
and n � 1 and high-frequency components (red line) include terms n
� 2, n � 3, and n � 4. The summation of all components (blue line)
accurately reproduces the measured data.

The appearance of waveform differences above, but not below, the
10 Hz domain, is consistent with the time course of the impact-phase,
force-enhancement mechanism proposed recently (14) and included
here to explain the differences observed between the patterns of
ground force of competitive sprinters vs. athlete, nonsprinters.
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